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The Lego McLaren Senna next to its  inspiration. Image courtesy of McLaren

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

British automaker McLaren is building an immersive and playful way for consumers to discover its Senna vehicle
through a partnership with Lego.

A 1:1 scale model of the Senna was built out of 467,854 of the toymaker's bricks, complete with interactive elements
that enable consumers to experience the car behind the wheel. While not drivable, the model was a craftsmanship
feat, taking nine times as long to construct as a real Senna.

To scale
A team of 42 Lego builders worked on the car, which took 5,000 hours to build, compared to the 300 it takes to hand
build a Senna.

In addition to requiring more time to build, the Lego Senna weighs more than the real model, coming in at 3,348
pounds rather than the 1,102-pound real car.

While primarily made of Legos, the model incorporates elements of the real Senna, including a carbon fiber seat, a
steering wheel, pedals and Pirelli tires. Visitors can climb into the driver's seat via removable doors and press a
button to "start" an engine, hearing the sound of the car in motion.
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Interior of the Lego Senna. Image courtesy of McLaren

There are also operational lights and a working infotainment center for visitors to interact with.

McLaren will be showcasing the Lego Senna at various events, including the Goodwood Festival of Speed in July.

Earlier this year, McLaren offered consumers an accessible ownership option for its Senna model through another
partnership with Lego.

A toy version of the car is available for $14.99, a cost that is more than 50,000 times less expensive than the drivable
vehicle's $958,966 price tag. Previous Lego Speed Champions models for the P1 and the 720S have sold out and are
no longer available, and the newest model is expected to see similar interest (see story).
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